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Abstract. Purpose: Range and setup uncertainties in charged particle therapy may induce14

a discrepancy between planned and delivered dose. Countermeasures based on probabilistic15

(stochastic) optimization usually assume a Gaussian probability density to model the underlying16

range and setup error. While this standard assumption is generally taken for granted, this work17

explicitly investigates the dosimetric consequences if the actual range and setup errors obey a18

different probability density function (PDF) over the course of treatment than the one used19

during probabilistic treatment plan optimization.20

Methods: Discrete random sampling was performed for conventionally and probabilistically21

optimized proton and carbon ion treatment plans utilizing various probability density functions22

modeling the setup and range error. This method allowed to assess the treatment plan robust-23

ness against different probability density functions of conventional and probabilistic plans, which24

both explicitly assume Gaussian uncertainties. The induced uncertainty in dose was quantified25

by estimating the expectation value and standard deviation of the RBE-weighted dose for each26

probability density function on the basis of 2500-5000 random dose samples. Probabilistic dose27

metrics and standard deviation volume histograms were computed to quantify treatment plan28

robustness of both optimization approaches.29

Results: It was shown that the classical PTV-margin extension concept did not compensate30

the influence of range and setup errors and consequently resulted in a non-negligible average31

standard deviation in dose of 7.3% throughout the CTV. In contrast, probabilistic optimization32

on normally distributed errors yielded treatment plans that not only entailed a lower standard33

deviation against normally distributed errors accounted for during optimization but also lower34

standard deviations for other symmetric PDFs. It was shown that the impact of an incorrect35

probability distribution assumption is of lower importance after probabilistic optimization as the36

average uncertainty in the CTV drops to 3.9%.37

Conclusions: Probabilistic optimization is an effective tool to create robust particle treatment38

plans. Normally distributed range and setup error assumptions for probabilistic optimization39

are a reasonable first approximation and yield treatment plans that are also robust against other40

PDFs.41

42
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1. Introduction46

Physical uncertainties in charged particle therapy, e.g., range and setup errors may induce a47

discrepancy between planned and delivered dose and hinder the full exploitation of intensity-48

modulated particle therapy (Knopf & Lomax 2013). The primary concern in this regard is to49

avoid underdosage of the target volume and secondly to spare dose to adjacent healthy tissue.50

Physical uncertainties induce an uncertainty in deposited dose and originate from the imperfect51

knowledge of the exact integral stopping power of the charged particle’s trajectory. The uncertainty52

in dose can be attributed to multiple factors, for instance, dose-calculation errors, inaccuracies53

in the patient’s relative stopping powers derived from photon attenuation, CT artifacts, patient54

positioning errors, and anatomical changes (Lomax 2008a, Lomax 2008b, Paganetti 2012, Graeff55

2014). Moreover, the advancement of magnetic spot-scanning systems (Haberer et al. 1993, Krämer56

& Scholz 2000) in combination with intensity-modulated multi-field optimization (MFO) allows57

to create highly modulated dose distributions for individual treatment fields. Consequently, the58

treatment plan becomes more susceptible to setup and range uncertainties. In this context, it is59

of particular concern that pencil beams with the largest ranges, located at the distal part of the60

target, apply the highest dose.61

To mitigate physical- and beam application-uncertainties in the treatment planning system62

(TPS), robust beam angles (Cao et al. 2015) and either an isotropic or range error specific expansion63

of the clinical target volume (CTV) is defined to obtain the planning target volume (PTV) (Van64

Herk 2004, Park et al. 2012, Knopf et al. 2013, Schuemann et al. 2014a). Two important aspects65

need to be considered in this regard. First, the margin expansion was originally developed for66

photons and second it is standard to assume normally distributed errors for the margin expansion.67

While these measures are generally sufficient to guarantee adequate target coverage for photon68

irradiation, it may still be problematic for particle irradiation (Unkelbach & Paganetti 2018). In69

strong contrast to photons, a homogenous dose distribution might not be maintained for the PTV70

with charged particles since the ion dose deposition is heavily influenced by alterations in the71

integral stopping power along the beam path - especially within heterogeneous patient anatomies72

(e.g. lung or cranial tumors).73

For moderate to complex patient cases, it is possible to explicitly account for setup and range74

uncertainties at the state of inverse planning via single-field uniform dose (SFUD), worst-case or75

probabilistic (stochastic) optimization (Unkelbach et al. 2007, Pflugfelder et al. 2008, Albertini76

et al. 2010, Fredriksson et al. 2011, Liu et al. 2012, Fredriksson 2012, Bangert et al. 2013, Steitz77

et al. 2016, Lomax 2016, Lowe et al. 2016, Fredriksson & Bokrantz 2016). An overview is given in78

(Unkelbach et al. 2018).79

Focusing on probabilistic optimization, it is a prerequisite to associate individual error80

scenarios with an occurrence probability which is different from worst-case optimization approaches81

where each scenario has equal probability (Unkelbach et al. 2018). In order to assign probabilities82

to individual error scenarios it is necessary to describe range and setup uncertainties with83

a probability distribution function (PDF). Therefore, the choice of PDF directly influences84

probabilistic optimization. Moreover, accurate uncertainty quantification methods either in the85

form of meta-model approaches (Bangert et al. 2013, Perkó et al. 2016, Wahl et al. 2018, Wieser86

et al. 2017b) or discrete sampling strategies (Park et al. 2013, Sakama et al. 2016, Wahl et al. 2017)87

have to make assumptions about the probability distribution of input uncertainties. This clearly88

shows a dependency of uncertainty quantification and probabilistic optimization on the choice of89

the PDF representing setup and range uncertainties. In addition, there are also other uncertainty90

quantification approaches that do not rely on the exact knowledge of the PDF such as dose91

blurring (van Herk et al. 2002, Baum et al. 2004), min-max estimates (Goitein 1985, Pflugfelder92

et al. 2008, Fredriksson et al. 2011, Liu 2016) or dose-error-bar distributions which aim to derive93
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Figure 1: Uncertainty quantification pipeline. For each patient, conventional and probabilistic
optimization was carried out assuming a normally distributed PDF. The resulting pencil beam
intensities were then used as input for random sampling for six different PDFs. Each PDF yielded
a sampling set that allowed in a final step to estimate the expectation value and standard deviation
in dose.

the maximum dose error by employing a limited number of dose samples taken from the surface of a94

spherical error-space (Albertini et al. 2011, Lowe et al. 2016). However, the former two approaches95

might not reveal the true uncertainty in dose (Ploquin et al. 2006) and the latter - error bar dose96

distributions - exhibit limitations on a voxel by voxel comparison (Casiraghi et al. 2013).97

Only limited studies are available investigating and quantifying not only the tumor site and98

patient-specific but also machine-specific probability distributions for setup and range uncertainties99

(Bolsi et al. 2008, Liebl et al. 2014, Holloway et al. 2017). Due to the high effort to quantify PDFs of100

physical uncertainties based on measured data, all aforementioned approaches usually assume setup101

and range errors to follow a Normal distribution (Unkelbach et al. 2007, Bangert et al. 2013, Perkó102

et al. 2016, Wahl et al. 2018, Wieser et al. 2017b). This means that particle centers have to make103

uncertainty assumptions of quantities with unknown PDF, which can become problematic, if the104

selected PDF does not reflect reality.105

While normally distributed errors are generally taken for granted for the margin expansion106

as well as for probabilistic optimization due to lack of better knowledge, this study investigates107

the dosimetric impact when the actual range and setup uncertainties obey a different probability108

distribution (PDF) over the course of treatment. For this, we quantify the treatment plan109

robustness for PDFs that differ from the Normal distribution that was originally used for110

conventional (margin based) and probabilistic optimization.111

2. Methods112

2.1. Uncertainty Quantification Pipeline113

First, a conventional treatment plan was optimized mimicking the clinical standard by considering114

the PTV as target structure. Here, conventional indicates that uncertainties were accounted for by115

generic margin expansion and not explicitly incorporated into the optimization process. Then, the116

conventionally optimized pencil beam intensities were used as input for discrete random sampling117

assuming different probability density functions (PDFs) for range and setup uncertainties. 5000118

random samples were computed for one-dimensional examples and 2500 random samples for three-119

dimensional patient cases to ensure accurate uncertainty estimates in deposited dose for each of120

the six PDFs1...6. The term random sampling refers to the procedure of independently sampling121

individual treatment planning scenarios from a predefined probability distribution (population)122

which is characterized by a multivariate PDF.123

Next, treatment plan uncertainty quantification was performed by estimating the expectation124
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value (first non-central moment) and the standard deviation (second central moment) of the RBE-125

weighted dose from the respective random sampling set. The sequential uncertainty quantification126

pipeline to determine the treatment plan robustness is presented in Figure 1.127

The exact same procedure was now performed for probabilistic optimization on the basis of128

normally distributed setup and range uncertainties. Thus, Normal distributions were continually129

assumed for probabilistic optimization. The resulting probabilistically optimized pencil beam130

intensities were then again considered as input for random sampling assuming each time one of131

the six different PDFs. This methodology allowed to analyze the robustness of a treatment plan to132

different realizations of the real uncertainty model upon delivery, which can also be understood as133

testing the sensitivity of treatment plan against different uncertainty realizations. With the pipeline134

shown in Figure 1 uncertainties in RBE-weighted dose were quantified for six distinct PDFs on the135

basis of two different treatment plans (two sets of pencil beam weights), a conventionally and a136

probabilistically optimized plan.137

2.2. Uncertainty model138

Setup uncertainties were not modeled in the patient geometry (voxel domain) but in beam’s eye139

view coordinates. Hence instead of shifting the patient, pencil beam positions were shifted in140

opposite direction to model the setup error and resulting range errors, which is in line with existing141

worst case optimization approaches. In contrast, range uncertainties were realized by scaling the142

radiological depths for each pencil beam dose calculation.143

Throughout this manuscript random uncertainties were neglected and only systematic144

uncertainties were modeled to ensure an accurate uncertainty estimation. Accounting only145

for systematic uncertainties reduced sampling requirements significantly as no interplay with146

random uncertainties needs to be considered. Although the contribution of random uncertainties147

in fractionation can be approximated for certain conditions without explicilty sampling each148

fraction (Unkelbach & Oelfke 2004, Fredriksson 2012, Lowe et al. 2016, Wahl et al. 2018),149

accurately capturing their interplay with systematic errors in the context of benchmarking requires150

fractionated sampling, which increases runtimes linearly with the number of fractions.151

Figure 2 presents in total six different one-dimensional PDFs1...6 that were used to model152

range uncertainties for uncertainty quantification of conventional and probabilistic optimized153

treatment plans. As the underlying PDFs of each error source are practically unknown, PDFs154

with a wide spectrum of different and partly unrealistic shapes were considered for the robustness155

analysis. In detail, Figure 2 shows the relative range uncertainty with respect to the corresponding156

range of one particular pencil beam j. Throughout this manuscript the range was defined as the157

spatial location behind the Bragg peak where the dose deposition reaches 80% of its maximal158

value (R80) (Schuemann et al. 2014b). Specifically, Figure 2(a) shows an unbounded Normally159

distributed range error p(∆z) with mean zero and σ(∆z) = 3.5% which we label standard160

assumption. Here, we intend to mimic current clinical range error assumptions. The remaining161

Figures 2(b)-(f) present other PDFs that were additionally used for uncertainty quantification162

whereby the uniform, the triangular, and the bimodal bitriangular distribution range from −7% to163

7%. Different σ-values were chosen to cover not only different shapes but also different uncertainty164

magnitudes. In detail, the uniform distribution represents knowledge of upper and lower error165

bounds but ignorance about the shape. Thus, the range error can take any value within the166

bounds with equal probability. The triangular distribution also represents a bounded distribution167

with an additional assumption about the shape, e.g. the mean value being most likely. Further,168

the triangular distribution exhibits a pronounced statistical interference (overlap of probability169

mass) with the Gaussian distribution. Therefore this distribution only slightly deviates from the170

Gaussian case and mimics consequently clinical realizations close to the standard assumptions,171
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however, with defined limits.172

The most extreme non-Gaussian distribution was given by the bounded bitriangular173

distribution shown in Figure 2(d) for which a range over and underestimation of 7% is most174

likely. This assumption translates to severe systematic density changes along the beam path.175

Such rather extreme over and undershoot scenarios are clinically employed in scenario-based176

worst case optimization approaches and can in first approximation be modeled with a bimodal177

distribution. In order to test the treatment plan robustness against such extreme deviations, also178

PDFs (e.g. bitriangular) that may be considered rather unrealistic from a clinical standpoint have179

been included. A range error of 7% directly corresponds to an occurrence probability of ≤ 4.6%180

=̂1− P (2σ) of the Normally distributed range error of Figure 2(a).181

Figure 2(e) depicts a skewed Normal distribution, which is the only asymmetric distribution182

with a non-zero mean value used for uncertainty quantification. Such a distribution might occur if,183

for instance, the Hounsfield unit to RSP conversion favours a certain direction or density changes184

in one direction are more likely.185

Lastly, Figure 2(f) shows again a Normal distribution, however, this time with σ(∆z) = 5.25%186

and is referred in the manuscript to as broad Normal distribution. The latter case is intended187

to represent scenarios with large standard deviation and is of particular interest for uncertainty188

quantification of probabilistic treatment plans on the basis of the standard assumption because189

it highlights the dosimetric impact for underestimating the magnitude of uncertainties during190

probabilistic optimization.191
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Figure 2: Sampled histograms from various probability density functions (PDFs) modeling the
relative range errors p(∆z) of charged particles. The PDFs were used for uncertainty quantification
via discrete random sampling.

As treatment plans were comprised of multiple thousand pencil beams J , the corresponding192

J-dimensional multivariate PDFs were actually employed for discrete random sampling. Assuming193

multivariate PDFs required the definition of co-variance information for each pencil beam194

combination(∈ RJ×J). The co-variance determines in that regard the error-dependence of pencil195
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beam pairs for a specific uncertainty source. In this study we used a ray-wise correlation model for196

range uncertainties assuming pencil beams impinging from the same beam orientation at the same197

lateral x,y-position (= same ray) are perfectly correlated as the same tissue is penetrated. Thus,198

the relative range error for pencil beams on the same ray behave consistently in the same direction.199

On the other hand, pencil beam pairs at different x,y-positions (= different rays) were assumed200

to be completely uncorrelated (Unkelbach et al. 2007, Bangert et al. 2013, Wieser et al. 2017b).201

This modeling ansatz is in contrast to worst case optimization approaches, which assume fully202

correlated under and overshoot dose scenarios.203

For setup errors, modeled in the lateral x and y dimension, we considered the same204

distributions from Figure 2, but with different parameters. The standard assumption for the205

normally distributed setup error featured an absolute standard deviation of σ(∆x/y) = 2mm206

whereas the uniform, triangular, and bitriangular distribution ranged from −4mm to 4mm.207

Different to range errors modeled via the ray-correlation model, the setup error was assumed208

to be perfectly correlated for pencil beam combinations belonging to the same beam direction and209

uncorrelated otherwise (Unkelbach et al. 2007, Bangert et al. 2013, Wieser et al. 2017b). Hence,210

each beam direction models the setup error independently which is different to single iso-center211

shifts.212

Note that the expression standard assumption refers in this manuscript to normally distributed213

range σ(∆z) = 3.5% (see Figure 2(a)) and setup errors σ(∆x/y) = 2mm and was consistently used214

for probabilistic optimization. Furthermore, range and setup uncertainties caused by anatomical215

changes such as intra-fractional tumor motion are not explicitly modeled in this study.216

2.3. Probabilistic Optimization217

To save computation time for sampling, an analytical uncertainty quantification method described218

in (Bangert et al. 2013, Wahl et al. 2017, Wieser et al. 2017b) was employed to calculate the219

expectation value (E) and standard deviation (σ) of the RBE weighted dose for protons and carbon220

ions in closed-form. This approach is called analytical probabilistic modeling (APM) for which we221

assumed normally distributed physical uncertainties according to the standard assumption and222

the correlation model described in the previous section. In detail, APM is a probabilistic dose223

calculation that allows to calculate the expected dose influence matrix and a co-variance influence224

tensor in closed-form which can in a subsequent step be used for probabilistic optimization on the225

expected objective function value. Probabilistic optimization generally optimizes the expectation226

of objective functions translating to lower variability in the objective function and therefore dose.227

It has been shown elsewhere that this methodology can be used similar to discrete sampling based228

optimization methods to provide uncertainty estimates for the generation of probabilistic treatment229

plans (Bangert et al. 2013, Wahl et al. 2017, Wieser et al. 2017b, Wahl et al. 2018).230

For protons, the physical dose d is used for APM and probabilistic optimization and then231

ultimately scaled up by 10% to consider a RBE of 1.1. Whereas for carbon ions, not the dose232

d but the biological effect ε was considered for optimization and then converted back to the233

RBE weighted dose domain (Wieser et al. 2017b). Throughout this manuscript, conventional234

optimization was carried out considering the PTV as target structure. In contrast, probabilistic235

optimization assumed the CTV to be the target structure. To compute the RBE-weighted dose236

for carbon ions we employed a variable RBE on the basis of LEM IV (Scholz et al. 1997, Friedrich237

et al. 2012) modeling a tissue characterized by αx = 0.1Gy−1 and 0.05Gy−2 and assumed according238

to current clinical practice a single biological system with constant linear quadratic model (LQM)239

parameters for all voxels.240

We adapted the basic dose calculation and optimization functionalities for charged particles241

of the open-source treatment planning system matRad (Wieser et al. 2017a). On the basis of APM242
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implementations used for (Wieser et al. 2017b), the code was further optimized using MEX-files243

and parallelization. Moreover, the existing random sampling framework on the basis of multivariate244

Normal distributions was extended to use the six multivariate PDFs shown for the one-dimensional245

range error in Figure 2. Treatment plan optimization was performed based on objective and246

gradient function interfaces to the IPOPT optimization package (Waechter & Biegler 2006).247

2.4. Patient cases248

The proposed methodology was first tested for protons and carbon ions on a one-dimensional249

artificial water phantom using an opposing beam configuration to investigate the range error.250

Figure 3(a) shows the conventionally optimized proton treatment plan for this configuration251

assuming a RBE of 1.1. The white area represents normal tissue (NT), the light-gray area from252

100mm to 150mm represents the CTV used for probabilistic optimization and the dark-grey area253

the margin expansion to obtain the PTV structure which is considered for conventional treatment254

plan optimization. The red area from 72mm to 80mm in 3(b) indicates an OAR. Each proton255

(carbon ion) beam direction is composed of 33 (45) pencil beams.256
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Figure 3: Figure 3(a) presents a one-dimensional proton SOBP assuming two opposing beam
directions. The solid blue line denotes the RBE weighted dose assuming a RBE of 1.1. Thin gray
solid lines show the physical dose deposition of individual pencil beams. Figure 3(b) presents
a separate independent one-dimensional lateral dose profile imitating a lateral proton SOBP.
This treatment plan is comprised of 23 pencil beams which are represented by single Gaussian
components of varying width. White regions depict normal tissue (NT), light grey regions the
CTV, dark gray areas the PTV margin and the red area highlights an OAR.

Figure 3(a) emphasizes the concern of MFO with respect to range uncertainties mentioned257

in the introduction. Each beam direction primarily covers the distal part of the PTV. Notably258

the highest modulation can be found in the margin itself thereby introducing a high linear energy259

transfer (LET) in these regions.260

Complementary, the setup error is also investigated in a separate artifical lateral dose profile261

(see Figure 3(b)). Each lateral pencil beam dose is given by a single Gaussian component. The262

linearly spaced mean positions and widths of the single Gaussian components were fixed and an263

inverse optimization was carried out to find weights/intensities that sufficiently cover the PTV264

with 1Gy(RBE). The OAR causes an asymmetry of the optimized lateral dose profile due to265
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different trade-offs during optimization. In particular, a higher dose gradient on the PTV/OAR266

interface can be observed because of the higher penalty on the OAR compared to NT. In this267

configuration, setup uncertainties were modeled by being uncertain in the lateral position of each268

Gaussian component. Further, all pencil beams originated in this example from one single beam269

direction and are assumed to be perfectly correlated. Figure 3(b) was simulated separately from270

the depth dose SOBP example in Figure 3(a).271

Since the one-dimensional results of protons and carbon ions were comparable, the second part272

of the analysis was restricted to three-dimensional proton treatment plans only. Figure 4 presents273

the nominal RBE weighted dose distributions on transversal slices next to the iso-center of three274

proton treatment plans. These treatment plans are based on conventional optimization (conv.opt.)275

considering the PTV as target structure. In Figure 4 the solid black contour represents the CTV276

and the solid pink contour the corresponding critical organ at risk. The corresponding patient and277

treatment plan parameters are summarized in the Appendix in Table 5.278

(a) intra-cranial I, conv.opt. (b) lung, conv.opt. (c) intra-cranial II, conv.opt.
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Figure 4: Three-dimensional intensity-modulated proton treatment plans with two angular incident
beams in (a) and (b) and an almost opposing beam configuration in (c). conv.opt indicates
conventional optimization and hence does not explicitly account for setup and range uncertainties
during optimization. Each panel shows the transversal iso-center slice of the CT scan overlaid by
transparent dose colorwash and solid isodose lines. The solid black contour represents the CTV
and the solid pink contour the corresponding critical organ at risk.

2.5. Robustness Analysis279

To quantify the dosimetric impact of different PDFs on conventional and probabilistic treatment280

plans, six different probabilistic dose metrics were calculated for the CTV. The six probabilistic281

dose metrics are shown in Table 1 and have been calculated for each PDF1...6 based on 5000 samples282

for one-dimensional and 2500 samples for three-dimensional patient cases. Computing these283

quantities for conventional and probabilistic treatment plans allowed then to compare treatment284

plan robustness. Exemplary, µ[σ] denotes the average value of the standard deviation of the RBE285

weighted dose and consequently represents the mean uncertainty level for a specific structure (CTV286

or OAR).287

Moreover, we also evaluated for the patient cases the probabilistic dose metrics for the organ288

at risk represented by the pink contours in Figure 4.289

In addition, standard deviation volume histograms (SDVH) were calculated for three-290

dimensional patient cases to consider a further metric for analyzing the treatment plan robustness.291
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Table 1: Probabilistic dose metrics used to quantify treatment plan robustness. These quantities
always refer to a specific volume of interest. For the last two rows, note that 95% of the prescribed
dose corresponds to a dose level of 1.9Gy(RBE) for the one-dimensional SOBP and 2.85Gy(RBE)
for the three-dimensional patient cases.

metric unit meaning
µ[E] [Gy(RBE)] average value of the expected RBExD
µ[σ] [Gy(RBE)] average value of the standard deviation of the RBExD

µ[D95] [Gy(RBE)] average dose given to 95% of the volume
σ[D95] [Gy(RBE)] standard deviation of dose given to 95% of the volume
µ[V 95] [%] average volume receiving 95% of dose
σ[V 95] [%] standard deviation of the volume receiving 95% of dose

The SDVH allowed an in-depth comparison of standard deviations originating from different292

uncertainty assumptions and optimization techniques.293

3. Results294

3.1. One-dimensional Spread Out Bragg Peak295

Figure 5 illustrates the nominal dose together with the corresponding standard deviation296

for the PTV based conventional optimization (conv.opt) by solid solid lines and CTV-based297

probabilistic optimization (prop.opt) outcome by dotted lines assuming identical penalties for298

both optimizations. The light grey shaded area depicts the CTV and the dark grey area the PTV299

margin. Conventional optimization aims for steep dose gradients at the PTV-tissue interfaces300

whereas probabilistic optimization, which explicitly models range uncertainties, aims for shallower301

dose gradients to reduce the variance in the CTV. As a consequence, a lower standard deviation302

highlighted by the red dotted line can be observed in the case of probabilistic optimization for303

the price of an increased entrance dose. The steepness of the dose gradient is determined by both304

the uncertainty assumption and the relative importance relation of target and normal tissue. This305

becomes clear, when defining a higher penalty on the NT for probabilistic optimization (prop.opt2),306

which results in dash dotted profiles in Figure 5. The entrance dose equals the one of a conventional307

PTV based optimization, however, the uncertainty in dose can only be mitigated to a minor extend.308

This optimization result (prop.opt2) is not considered for the remaining analysis but highlights309

the influence of the chosen penalty on the optimization outcome.310

Figure 6 presents the comparison of statistical moments for different proton range uncertainty311

assumptions for the homogenous one-dimensional phantom case. In detail, Figure 6(a) shows312

the expectation value (E[RBE × d]) of the one-dimensional intensity-modulated proton Spread313

Out Bragg peak (SOBP) on the basis of conventional optimization (conv.opt.) assuming different314

PDFs. The nominal dose profile covering the whole PTV is not shown here but in Figure 3.315

Complementary, Figure 6(c) illustrates the corresponding standard deviations (σ[RBE × d]).316

Because of using an opposing beam configuration for the homogenous phantom, only minimal317

discrepancies can be observed for the E[RBE × d] on the basis of different PDFs.318

Moreover, Figures 6(b) and 6(d) depict the results obtained from random sampling on the319

basis of pencil beam intensities derived from probabilistic optimization (prob.opt). Thin solid gray320

lines in Figures 6(a) and 6(c) denote the dose distributions of individual proton pencil beams.321

Due to probabilistic optimization, the following observations can me made from Figure 6: (i) the322

modulation of individual pencil beams in Figure 6(b) is less pronounced compared to Figure 6(a),323
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Figure 5: Nominal dose (RBE×d) and standard deviation (σ[RBE×d]) of conventional PTV based
optimization (solid lines) and probabilistic optimization (dotted lines) using the same penalties for
the one-dimensional proton SOBP in water introduced in 3(a). Dashed dotted lines are based on
probabilistic optimization with an increased penalty on the normal tissue (white area). The light
grey area depicts the CTV and the dark grey area the PTV margin expansion.

(ii) the dose gradients of E[RBE × d] in the fall off region are lower in 6(b) than in 6(a) and (iii)324

the dose level at the entrance regions is higher in 6(b) than in 6(a). The latter can be explained325

by the fact of using a relatively low penalty for the surrounding tissue. Therefore, the optimizer326

favours increased dose to surrounding tissue for a lower standard deviation in the target in return.327

Table 2: The probabilistic dose metrics are described in Table 1 and are given here for the CTV. The
upper half of the table (range error) shows the robustness analysis of the one-dimensional proton
SOBP and the lower half of the table refers to the robustness analysis of the one-dimensional
lateral dose profile modeling a setup error. The corresponding dose profile can be found in Figure
7. Columns 2-7 show the probabilistic dose metrics for conventional optimization and columns
8-13 are based on probabilistic optimization. The columns µ[E], µ[σ], µ[D95] and σ[D95] are given
in [Gy(RBE)] whereas µ[V 95] and σ[V 95] are given in [%].

range error conv.opt. prob.opt.
PDF µ[E] µ[σ] µ[D95] σ[D95] µ[V 95] σ[V 95] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[D95] σ[D95] µ[V 95] σ[V 95]

normal 1.99 0.089 1.91 0.17 92.8 14.4 1.99 0.036 1.93 0.091 98.1 3.5
uniform 1.99 0.087 1.91 0.10 89.2 18.7 1.99 0.030 1.93 0.036 97.2 3.2

triangular 1.99 0.057 1.96 0.06 95.8 9.9 1.99 0.021 1.95 0.026 99.2 1.6
bitriangular 1.99 0.108 1.87 0.12 83.2 24.7 1.99 0.035 1.91 0.039 95.7 3.1

skewed 1.91 0.081 1.82 0.13 61.3 32.0 1.96 0.034 1.90 0.081 93.5 6.7
broad normal 1.97 0.016 1.77 0.32 83.2 24.2 1.98 0.081 1.84 0.233 94.3 7.5
setup error conv.opt. prob.opt.

normal 0.99 0.033 0.90 0.14 97.19 2.4 0.98 0.024 0.89 0.13 96.1 2.4
uniform 0.98 0.034 0.88 0.13 96.41 2.3 0.98 0.024 0.86 0.14 95.43 2.3

triangular 0.99 0.026 0.94 0.07 97.67 1.8 0.98 0.017 0.91 0.09 96.52 1.9
bitriangular 0.97 0.038 0.82 0.16 95.12 1.9 0.98 0.029 0.80 0.17 94.22 2.2

skewed 0.97 0.04 0.76 0.25 95.17 2.7 0.97 0.028 0.72 0.22 93.56 2.8
broad normal 0.97 0.056 0.79 0.27 95.64 3.5 0.98 0.044 0.80 0.23 94.63 3.5

It can be seen from Figures 6(a) and (c) that different PDFs have a distinct impact on the328

resulting standard deviation σ. The main observations made from Figure 6 are that probabilistic329
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Figure 6: Statistical moments (E[RBE × d], σ[RBE × d]) of a one-dimensional proton SOBP
in water. Figures (a) and (b) show the expectation value and Figures (c) and (d) the standard
deviation of the RBE weighted dose. Different probability density functions were employed for
random sampling to model the relative range errors of protons. Figures (a) and (c) are grounded
on pencil beam intensities obtained from conventional optimization on the PTV and Figures (b)
and (c) are based on probabilistically optimized pencil beam intensities on the CTV.

optimization yields lower absolute standard deviations bumps in high dose gradient regions and330

creates a lower uncertainty level throughout the CTV. The most significant influence can be331

observed in Figure 6 when range errors were modeled with a skewed, bitriangular and a broad332

Normal distribution. Interestingly, in this one-dimensional opposing proton beam configuration,333

the underdosage of the CTV assuming a skewed PDF is partly compensated by probabilistic334

optimization. Focusing on the standard deviations (σ[RBE×d]) in Figures 6(c) and 6(d) then two335

aspects can be observed. First, the standard deviation at high dose gradient regions at ∼90mm336

and ∼160mm was lower for all PDFs after probabilistic optimization but the spread of σ[RBE×d]337

profiles in these regions remained similar. Second, when analyzing the standard deviation profiles338

in the light grey CTV region from 100mm to 150mm in Figures 6(c) and 6(d), a lower variability339

between different profiles can be observed due to probabilistic optimization.340

In line with Figure 6, these observations also manifest in Table 2 which presents probabilistic341
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Figure 7: Lateral SOBP profile of a single beam direction. Different probability density functions
(PDFs) were used to model the setup error of charged particles. Figures 7(a) and (c) show statistical
moments obtained from conventional optimization and Figures 7(b) and (d) relate to probabilistic
optimization.

dose metrics for this setup. Focusing on the average value of the expected RBE weighted dose342

µ[E] shows that both conventional and probabilistic optimization sufficiently cover the target for343

the homogenous one-dimensional phantom even for different PDFs. Only for the skewed Normal344

distribution a more pronounced under-dosage can be observed. However, the upper half of Table345

2 indicates the skewed, bitriangular and the broad Normal distribution disturb the optimized one-346

dimensional proton treatment plans the most. Notwithstanding, their impact was minimized by347

probabilistic optimization as for instance indicated by σ[V 1.9] which dropped from 24.7, 32 and348

24.2% to 3.1, 6.7 and 7.5%, respectively. Furthermore, µ[σ] in Table 2 reveals that the uncertainty349

level throughout the CTV is reduced after probabilistic optimization by factor ∼2. In general, Table350

2 demonstrates that absolute numbers of average quantities µ[E], µ[D95] and µ[V 1.9] tend to be351

higher after probabilistic optimization and standard deviation quantities σ[D95] and σ[V 1.9] tend352

to be smaller.353

Probabilistic dose metrics for the one-dimensional lateral proton SOBP are shown in the lower354

half of Table 2. Here, the results are analogous but are compared to the range error less pronounced355

indicating the PTV margin expansion covers the CTV in this single beam direction simulation356
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sufficiently against different error realizations. The underlying conventional and probabilistic dose357

profiles can be seen in Figure 7. As all pencil beams are considered to be perfectly correlated358

expressing coherent beam shifts in water, the standard deviation profiles drop down to zero inside359

the CTV. In contrast, the maximum standard deviation can be observed in the lateral dose fall360

off region around 20mm and 70mm (see Figure 7(c) and (d)). Due to a different trade-off during361

optimization, the OAR on the right side of the PTV causes the standard deviation maxima at362

70mm to be higher than at 20mm. The integral dose to the OAR after conventional optimization363

results in 1.02Gymm and to 1.17Gymm for probabilistic optimization. The analysis of the364

NT results in 1.77Gymm and 2.7Gymm, respectively. Large penalty differences of adjacent365

volumes (e.g., normal tissue and CTV) yields after probabilistic optimization to a decrease of dose366

uncertainties by reducing dose gradients which itself entails an increase of integral dose to the NT.367

Contrary, similar penalties (e.g., OAR and CTV) limits the reduction of dose uncertainties.368

For case presented in Figure 7 probabilistic optimization reduces the weights of the outer369

Gaussian components thereby creating lower dose gradients. This leads to a reduction of standard370

deviation of up to 0.1Gy which corresponds to 10%.371

Due to similar Bragg peak characteristics, similar observations were made for the one-372

dimensional carbon ion SOBP which can be found in the Appendix in Figure 12 and Table 6.373

3.2. Three-dimensional proton patient cases374

This result section focuses first on presenting the uncertainty in dose by means of standard375

deviations plots to illustrate the impact of different PDFs on the uncertainty in dose. Hence,376

Figure 8 shows a transversal CT slice next to the iso-center overlaid by a transparent dose colorwash377

representing the standard deviation (σ[RBE× d]) obtained from discrete random sampling on the378

basis of the PDFs illustrated in Figure 2. Due to range uncertainties the standard deviation379

is peaked at the boarder between the CTV and brainstem. All the underlying pencil beam380

intensities for Figure 8 were obtained from the same conventional optimization on the PTV. It381

can be observed from Figure 8 that the standard deviation reaches ∼20% of the prescribed dose382

of 3Gy(RBE). Analog to the one-dimensional example, each PDF caused a distinct standard383

deviation distribution. The bitriangular PDF highlighted in Figure 8(d) and the broad Normal384

PDF illustrated in Figure 8(f) induced, compared to normally distributed errors in Figure 8(a),385

the highest uncertainty in RBE weighted dose. Summarized, all uncertainty quantifications on the386

basis of conventional optimization revealed a non-negligible uncertainty in dose throughout the387

CTV.388

Next, probabilistic treatment plan optimization on the basis of normally distributed389

uncertainties according to the standard assumption was carried out. The resulting pencil beam390

intensities were then considered for discrete random sampling. The resulting standard deviations391

are presented in Figure 9. Note that Figure 9(a) shows the standard deviation (σ[RBE×d]) of the392

standard assumption which was used for probabilistic optimization. Comparing the uncertainty393

in dose from conventional optimization in Figure 8(a) to the result obtained from probabilistic394

optimization in Figure 9(a), it becomes clear that the latter treatment plan exhibits a reduced395

uncertainty in dose throughout the CTV. Analyzing the standard deviations of the remaining396

PDFs in Figures 9(b)-(f) showed that each PDF caused mainly different standard deviations397

around the CTV and reached the highest absolute values for the bitriangular and the broad Normal398

distribution. However, the uncertainty level inside the CTV in Figure 9 remained almost unaffected399

for all PDFs. Hence probabilistic optimization on normally distributed physical errors created400

intensity-modulated treatment plans that revealed a lower standard deviation in dose throughout401

the CTV against other PDFs. Comparable observations could be made for the standard deviations402

of the lung and intra-cranial II patient case which are presented separately in the Appendix in403
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Figure 8: Transversal CT next to the iso-center of the intra-cranial case superimposed by
transparent dose colorwash representing the standard deviation assuming different PDFs. Solid
lines indicate iso-dose lines whereas the solid black contour denotes the CTV and the pink contour
the brainstem. Pencil beam intensities are based on conventional optimization on the PTV (not
shown). The two proton beam direction with gantry angles 50° and 135° were utilized.

Figures 13 and 14. Although in Figure 9 the bitriangular PDF caused the highest uncertainty in404

dose, the almost opposing beam configuration for the intra-cranial II patient case in Figure 14(d)405

resulted in relatively low range uncertainties also for this extreme distribution.406

The corresponding probabilistic dose metrics for the CTV of all three patient cases are407

presented in Table 3. Analyzing µ[E], the average value of the expected RBE × d, indicates for408

conventional optimization a slight to moderate underdosage of the CTV. Performing probabilistic409

optimization partly compensates this effect as µ[E] is shifted back closer to the prescribed dose of410

3Gy(RBE). Focusing on the average standard deviation in the CTV highlights the advantageous411

influence of probabilistic optimization on the treatment plan robustness. Similar to the one412

dimensional scenario, the average µ[σ] of all three patient cases yields 7.3% (average of the third413

column in Table 3). This number drops to 3.9% after probabilistic optimization. Moreover,414

the combined consideration of µ[V 95] and σ[V 95] provides detailed insight into treatment plan415

robustness. Not only is µ[V 95] higher after probabilistic optimization but also the spread of V 95416

is reduced.417

In line with the one-dimensional examples, a greater influence on the treatment plan robustness418

was identifiable in Table 3 for the bitriangular, skewed and the broader Normal PDF. Particularly419

the asymmetric skewed Normal distribution decreased µ[E] down to 2.80Gy(RBE) as a range420

undershoot was much more likely due to asymmetry and caused consequently an underdosage of421

the CTV.422

Probabilistic dose metrics for the OAR of each respective case are shown in Table 4. Comparing423

the average expectation value µ[E] between the two optimization approaches exhibits a decrease424

in dose for probabilistic optimization. In addition, also a moderate reduction of the standard425
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Figure 9: Uncertainty quantification result on the basis of probabilistic optimization. Transversal
CT image close to the iso-center of the intra-cranial case superimposed by transparent dose
colorwash indicates the standard deviation of the RBE-weighted dose on the basis of various PDFs.

deviation in dose can be observed indicating the dose received by the OAR is not only smaller in426

absolute numbers but also varies to a lesser extend. These effects can also be observed in Figures427

8 and 9 when focusing on the brainstem, which is represented by the pink contour.428
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Figure 10: RBE-weighted dose distribution of the first beam based on conventional optimization
on the PTV in Figure 10(a) and probabilistic optimization on the CTV in 10(b).

Figure 10 presents the beam dose distributions of the first beam from the conventional PTV429

based optimization in 10(a) and from probabilistic optimization on the CTV in 10(b) employing430

the standard assumption. This result shows that more dose is given by the first beam direction of431
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Table 3: Robustness analysis of the CTV by means of probabilistic dose metrics for the head,
lung and cranial patient case from Figure 4 assuming different PDFs. Statistical moments were
estimated using 2500 discrete random samples. The abbreviation conv.opt denotes conventional
optimization and prob.opt. depicts probabilistic optimization. The columns µ[E], µ[σ], µ[D95]
and σ[D95] are given in [Gy(RBE)] whereas µ[V 95] and σ[V 95] are given in [%].

intra-cranial I conv.opt. prob.opt.
PDF µ[E] µ[σ] µ[D95] σ[D95] µ[V 95] σ[V 95] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[D95] σ[D95] µ[V 95] σ[V 95]

normal 2.97 0.270 2.64 0.21 68.1 29.2 2.99 0.105 2.68 0.2 88.8 6.8
uniform 2.93 0.311 2.52 0.22 60.9 30.1 2.95 0.121 2.52 0.21 81.9 7

triangular 2.98 0.229 2.7 0.17 72.8 26.5 3.00 0.085 2.76 0.15 92 4.7
bitriangular 2.88 0.373 2.37 0.24 54.6 30.6 2.93 0.151 2.3 0.25 71.5 7.9

skewed 2.85 0.296 2.21 0.24 55.8 24.8 2.89 0.163 1.83 0.28 69 6
broad normal 2.88 0.389 2.37 0.3 55.5 30.9 2.89 0.181 2.35 0.31 72.5 12.2

lung conv.opt. prob.opt.
normal 2.97 0.165 2.71 0.19 82.3 16.7 3.00 0.088 2.85 0.1 94.9 5.6
uniform 2.96 0.190 2.64 0.22 77.4 18.5 2.99 0.108 2.78 0.13 91.7 6.1

triangular 2.99 0.135 2.76 0.14 86.4 13.3 3.01 0.079 2.87 0.07 96.1 3.6
bitriangular 2.94 0.228 2.54 0.26 71.8 20.1 2.97 0.131 2.67 0.18 86.7 7.4

skewed 2.80 0.203 2.24 0.27 56.6 17.9 2.95 0.134 2.45 0.25 81.8 8.1
broad normal 2.94 0.243 2.55 0.29 73 20.9 2.98 0.136 2.7 0.22 88 9.7

intra-cranial II conv.opt. prob.opt.
normal 2.98 0.127 2.74 0.09 87.2 6 2.99 0.086 2.71 0.2 92.2 3.7
uniform 2.97 0.151 2.69 0.08 81.9 5.9 2.97 0.109 2.63 0.2 89.4 3.7

triangular 2.99 0.113 2.78 0.06 89.7 4.6 3.00 0.078 2.78 0.14 93.9 2.5
bitriangular 2.95 0.177 2.59 0.09 75.6 6.2 2.96 0.134 2.49 0.25 84.4 4.3

skewed 2.91 0.153 2.54 0.11 70.5 7.1 2.96 0.118 2.57 0.15 83.3 5.7
broad normal 2.94 0.191 2.56 0.18 76.3 8.9 2.95 0.137 2.5 0.3 84.6 7.5

the probabilistic plan than from the conventional plan. Further, the beam dose of the probabilistic432

plan is more homogenous except for the high-dose region close to the brainstem, which is preferably433

covered by the first beam direction rather than the second. To avoid giving a high dose to the434

tumor area close to the brainstem from the second beam direction, which is associated with higher435

range uncertainties, probabilistic optimization favours the solution of putting higher pencil beam436

weights on the first beam direction.437

Table 4: Robustness analysis of organs at risk. For each patient case, a single organ at risk was
used to compute the average expectation value µ[E] and the average standard deviation in dose
µ[σ]. All columns are given in [Gy(RBE)].

brainstem lung brain
conv.opt. prob.opt. conv.opt. prob.opt. conv.opt. prob.opt.

PDF µ[E] µ[σ] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[E] µ[σ]

normal 0.39 0.138 0.27 0.101 0.44 0.091 0.3 0.06 0.22 0.101 0.08 0.054
uniform 0.40 0.161 0.29 0.117 0.44 0.104 0.3 0.069 0.22 0.115 0.09 0.059

triangular 0.39 0.120 0.27 0.085 0.44 0.078 0.3 0.05 0.21 0.082 0.08 0.039
bitriangular 0.42 0.189 0.30 0.138 0.43 0.122 0.3 0.082 0.24 0.144 0.10 0.075

skewed 0.24 0.11 0.16 0.076 0.36 0.087 0.26 0.06 0.27 0.117 0.13 0.07
broad normal 0.4 0.194 0.29 0.143 0.44 0.126 0.3 0.087 0.24 0.157 0.10 0.089

The standard deviation volume histogram (SDVH) was used as a second robustness evaluation438

method. The following analysis only focused on the bitriangular, skewed and broad Normal439

distribution as the corresponding probabilistic dose metrics deviate in Table 3 the most from dose440
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metrics assuming a Normal distribution and are consequently the most interesting configurations.441

Figure 11(a) shows the respective SDVHs for the CTV of the intra-cranial I case. The solid442

blue line represents the reference result obtained by conventional optimization on the PTV and443

the dashed blue line denotes the robust reference based on probabilistic optimization utilizing444

the standard assumption. The red, green and orange line denote the SDVH from a skewed,445

bitriangular and a broader normal PDF. All three PDFs induce for pencil beam intensities derived446

from conventional optimization (solid lines) an increased standard deviation in dose compared to447

the solid blue reference line.448

A clear separation of SDVH profiles can be observable in Figure 11(a). Interestingly, the449

standard deviation profiles in Figure 11 are notably lower after probabilistic optimization (dashed450

lines). The dashed blue line stems from a probabilistic optimization using the standard assumption,451

for which reason the same uncertainty assumption has been used for optimization and sampling.452

Hence, this configuration reveals the lowest SDVH profile of all. Furthermore, dashed lines453

which are based on probabilistic optimization show a lower intra-variability than the counterpart454

obtained from conventional optimization (solid lines). Moreover, Figure 11(a) illustrates that the455

probabilistically optimized treatment plan entails mostly lower SDVHs, even for different PDFs456

used for re-sampling, than the solid blue reference originating form conventional optimization.457
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Figure 11: Standard deviation volume histogram (SDVH) of the intra-cranial I, lung and intra-
cranial II patient case. Solid lines are based on conventionally optimized pencil beam intensities
whereas dashed lines refer to probabilistically optimized pencil beam intensities.

Figure 11(b) highlights the SDVH for the CTV of the lung patient case. The SDVH profiles458

were not as clearly separated as before in the intra-cranial I case from Figure 11(a) but the main459

tendencies can still be observed. Despite not specifically optimizing for a skewed, bitriangular or460

broader normal distribution the resulting standard deviation from probabilistic optimization are461

substantially lower to that of conventional optimization. Further, all dashed lines indicate for the462

most part of the CTV Volume from 30% to 100% a lower uncertainty in dose than conventional463

optimization assuming the standard assumption (solid blue line).464

Lastly, Figure 11(c) shows the SDVH for the ring structure of the intra-cranial II patient465

case. The ring structure was not explicitly plotted in Figure 4 as it was derived from a simple466

isotropic expansion of the CTV by 15mm. Figure 11(c) demonstrates the robustness of probabilistic467
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optimized treatment plans against other PDFs assumptions. Again two groups of profiles were468

distinguishable in Figure 11(c). First, SDVH profiles originating from probabilistically optimized469

pencil beam intensities represented by dashed lines are significantly lower to the uncertainty in470

dose stemming from conventional optimization as indicated by solid lines.471

4. Discussion472

In this manuscript, we investigated the robustness of conventional and probabilistic charged particle473

treatment plans assuming various probability density functions (PDFs) to model range and setup474

uncertainties.475

For each of the six PDFs discrete random samples were calculated, followed by an estimation476

of the expectation value and standard deviation of the RBE-weighted dose. In a further step,477

probabilistic optimization was carried out considering the standard assumption for setup and range478

uncertainties because the Normal distribution is acknowledged to be the standard probability479

distribution in radiotherapy. With APM it is in principle possible to consider other non-480

Gaussian PDFs either via a direct analytical description or by representing a specific PDF with481

a superposition of Gaussian components. The resulting pencil beam intensities were then as the482

robust reference plan and were in turn used for random sampling to estimate moments from other483

PDFs. With this pipeline, we could investigate the dosimetric impact if the PDF during irradiation484

is different to the one used for treatment planning.485

Random sampling for one case took up to six hours per PDF within matRad using a regular486

desktop PC and Matlab’s parallelization capabilities. The setup error was modeled with a beam-487

wise correlation model. If more than two beam directions are used, setup error do not compensate488

due to the high modulated field doses of different beam directions. These setup assumptions are489

different to a perfect correlation model which corresponds to single iso center shifts. If range490

errors were modeled as perfectly correlated, which corresponds to consistent under- and overshoot491

scenarios, the resulting uncertainty in dose would be higher than for the utilized ray-wise correlation492

model. Therefore it has to be emphasized that the utilized correlation model for setup and range493

errors impacts the uncertainty in dose for which reason the results cannot be transferred one-to-one494

to other correlation assumptions.495

The uncertainty in dose was analyzed first for one-dimensional artificial examples mimicking a496

lateral and a depth SOBP dose profile. Each PDF caused a distinct expectation value and standard497

deviation profile and similar characteristics between protons and carbon ions could be observed.498

In these simple geometries we saw for both examples after probabilistic optimization an499

increased coverage of the CTV and a lower uncertainty in dose. This statement is especially500

true for the CTV structure and was more pronounced for the depth SOBP dose profile than for501

the lateral dose profile. Since protons and carbon ions have similar Bragg peak characteristics502

similar conclusions could be drawn from the one-dimensional proton and carbon ion treatment503

plan. The latter is shown in the Appendix in Figure 12.504

In a further step, multiple three-dimensional proton treatment plans were investigated. For505

conventional optimization utilizing the PTV-margin concept, different PDFs induced different506

expectation value distributions and standard deviation distributions. A non-negligible level of507

uncertainty could be observed for all PDFs indicating that setup and range errors are not sufficiently508

compensated by the PTV margin. Performing probabilistic optimization on normally distributed509

range and setup errors (standard assumption) not only minimized the uncertainty in dose but also510

reduced the spread of statistical moments originating from different PDFs.511

The simplified 1D treatment plan from Figures 5 and 6 yielded shallower dose gradients and512

a higher dose to the surrounding tissue after probabilistic optimization. The low penalty on513

the objective function limiting dose to the surrounding tissue causes dose to be redistributed to514
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less critical normal tissue. The penalty ratio defines the trade-off between more dose to normal515

tissue/OAR and lower uncertainty in dose. The situation in 3D patient cases is different, as a516

higher relative penalty is used for the OAR forcing the optimizer to project the standard deviation517

to less important normal tissue regions around the CTV. As a result the expected dose and518

standard deviation is reduced in the OAR, which is in line with previous findings (Fredriksson519

et al. 2011, Liu et al. 2012, Unkelbach et al. 2018). The probabilistic treatment plan reduces the520

impact of range under and overshoot scenarios which consequently yields on average to a lower521

OAR dose. Therefore, the normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) becomes lower which522

might allow for a more advantageous balancing of tumor control probability (TCP) and NTCP523

due to a broader therapeutic window. But also for probabilistic and worst case optimization524

there is a trade-off between target coverage and OAR sparing. It depends on the very choice of525

objective function (incl. penalty) and the uncertainty assumption how this trade-off is used during526

optimization (Mescher et al. 2017, Arts et al. 2017, van der Voort et al. 2016).527

In general, an optimal treatment occurs per design, if the same error distribution is present528

for both treatment planning and the actual patient irradiation. In contrast, if differences between529

the error distributions occur, then the resulting treatment plan might either be overly conservative530

or too liberal.531

Although identical error distributions for treatment planning and patient irradiation cannot532

be guaranteed, we showed that probabilistic optimization on normally distributed errors increased533

firstly the average treatment plan quality and secondly revealed a lower uncertainty in dose for534

other PDFs. This can be understood by two facts. First, other PDFs are to a certain extent535

covered by the Normal distribution and only differences to the Normal distribution cause the536

plan to be less robust. The greater the dissimilarly between planned and actual unknown PDF,537

the less robust the plan becomes compared to the utilized PDF for optimization. Second, the538

probabilistic objective function aims to minimize the variance and the difference to the expected539

value. Therefore, distributions which induce a similar variance and expectation value in dose540

compared to the standard assumption, will also be mitigated to a comparable degree. The broader541

Normal and the bitriangular distribution are out of line in this consideration due to the increased542

variance and the fact that improbable scenarios become most probable. Notwithstanding, even543

for these rather extreme distributions the resulting variance of the probabilistic treatment plan544

is lower compared to the conventionally optimized plan. Probabilistic dose metrics and standard545

deviation volume histograms confirmed the observations made for the one and three dimensional546

examples. This demonstrated that the probabilistically optimized treatment plans revealed a lower547

variance against other PDFs.548

The highest dosimetric impact on the expectation value was observed for the asymmetric549

skewed Normal distribution. Although probabilistic optimization on normally distributed errors550

could compensate dosimetric differences for the one-dimensional example, the situation was551

different for three-dimensional examples as µ[E] was still below 2.96Gy(RBE) for all patient cases.552

Nevertheless, the corresponding SDVH still agreed with the main trend of other PDFs as pointed553

out in Figure 11.554

The shape of the PDF modeling range and setup errors is of lower importance after555

probabilistic optimization as the corresponding treatment plans revealed a lower variance for556

other PDFs. Even when the PDFs differ considerably (e.g. bitriangular) from the one used557

for probabilistic optimization, the resulting treatment plans exhibited, compared to conventional558

treatment plan based on the PTV-margin concept, a smaller uncertainty in dose for the CTV559

as well as for the considered OAR. Moreover, the average expected dose µ[E] was for the CTV560

tendentiously higher after probabilistic optimization. Complementary, an opposing trend could be561

observed for the OAR. This suggests that a vague knowledge about the underlying exact PDF may562

be sufficient to reduce uncertainties during probabilistic optimization. In further consequence,563
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the approximation of modeling the unknown setup and range uncertainties with a multivariate564

symmetric Normal distribution is considered as a reasonable first approach. However, a critical eye565

must be kept on asymmetric distributions such as the skewed Normal distribution with a mean value566

different than zero. For such cases, probabilistic optimization on the basis of symmetric Normal567

distribution did improve the uncertainty in dose but did not avoid potential under/overdosage of568

the CTV.569

We acknowledge that the facilitated analytical pencil beam dose calculation model has570

limitations in heterogeneous tissues such as the lung. Although this work facilitates an improved571

version of the pencil beam algorithm which takes the actual radiological depth of voxel i into572

account and not its projection onto the pencil beam central axis, the dose distribution might still573

be inaccurate for certain tumor sites (e. g. lung). However, it can be assumed that this does only574

moderately compromise the observations regarding the relative improvement in treatment plan575

robustness. The two optimization approaches output different set of pencil beam intensities in576

which probabilistic optimization aims to produce shallower in-field dose gradients by reducing the577

intensities of distal pencil beams. This relative improvement depends only minor on the underlying578

dose engine (analytical or Monte Carlo).579

On the basis of this knowledge, a more accurate uncertainty estimate could be derived via580

a Monte Carlo dose calculation algorithm for the cost of a substantially increased computational581

effort. Another limitation of the presented method is to model setup and range uncertainties582

in the pencil beam space at the same time leaving out a direct consideration of uncertainties583

caused by intra-fractional anatomical changes (e. g. lung motion). Although anatomical changes584

such as organ movements affect setup and range uncertainties, they are not incorporated into the585

presented uncertainty quantification and probabilistic optimization. Nevertheless, we argue that586

probabilistically optimized treatment plans considering setup and range uncertainties would still587

be more robust against motion than the conventionally optimized counterpart due to reduced in-588

field dose gradients, especially in the distal dose fall off. Notwithstanding, future studies need589

to elaborate on this aspect to hold. One solution for APM might be given by incorporating590

sophisticated tumor-site specific correlation models in the pencil beam space or voxel domain to591

consider intra-fractional motion uncertainties.592

This study is restricted to systematic errors in order to reduce sampling requirements.593

Although, it was shown in previous studies (Bangert et al. 2013, Wahl et al. 2017) that APM594

allows to efficiently define random and systematic contributions separately within the correlation595

model in the pencil beam space, we neglect fractionation effects for the reduced computing time.596

Sampling from systematic and random error sources would result in an increased sampling effort597

but allows to obtain a more accurate uncertainty quantification in dose for a specific fractionation598

scheme.599

Our study was restricted on the question how crucial exact knowledge about the true PDF600

of range and setup uncertainties is for probabilistic treatment plan optimization. In this context,601

we have shown that the general benefits of probabilistic optimization outweigh potential modeling602

deficiencies compared to conventional multi-field IMPT optimization. The results might generalize603

to other uncertainty mitigation approaches as they also tend to flatten high dose gradients by604

reducing the intensity of highly modulated pencil beam contributions, however, a final concluding605

statement cannot be made at this point. In the next step these results may be tested for individual606

indications against other methods for uncertainty mitigation in particle therapy such as singe field607

uniform dose (SFUD) optimization and worst case optimization.608
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5. Conclusion609

Precise uncertainty quantification and stringent probabilistic optimization requires exact knowledge610

about the underlying probability distribution. However, in reality the underlying probability611

distribution is mostly unknown. We investigated the dependence of dosimetric uncertainty on612

the choice of the underlying uncertainty model in intensity-modulated treatment planning for613

proton and carbon ion therapy. We analyzed the treatment plan robustness of conventionally614

and probabilistically treatment plans assuming that range and setup error follow six different615

probability distributions. As expected, different uncertainty assumptions yielded distinct616

expectation values, standard deviations and probabilistic dose metrics. For conventional617

optimization utilizing the PTV as target, a non-negligible average standard deviation in dose of618

7.3% was observed throughout the CTV. Probabilistic optimization assuming normally distributed619

range and setup errors provided dose distributions with lower standard deviation in dose than620

the conventional reference plan, also considering different probability distributions for uncertainty621

quantification than for optimization. This statement is in particular true for the CTV structure622

for which the average standard deviation in dose dropped for different probability distributions to623

3.9%. Our study provides evidence that probabilistic optimization provides substantial benefits in624

treatment plan robustness also if an incorrect probability density occurs during patient irradiation.625
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9. Appendix751

Table 5: Treatment plan parameters of three-dimensional intensity-modulated proton treatment
plans. The lateral spot distance determines the pencil beam spacing at iso-center and therefore
the lateral density of pencil beam spots. ’# voxels of σ’ denotes the number of voxels for which
standard deviation was computed.

unit intra-cranial I lung intra-cranial II
gantry angles [◦] 50°, 135° 35°, 350° 100°, 260°
couch angles [◦] 0°, 0° 0°,0° 0°,0°
lat. spot distance [mm] 3 5 5
resolution [mm] (1.2× 1.2× 3) (3× 3× 2.5) (3× 3× 2.5)
# pencil beam - 2022 5182 7275
# voxels of σ - 0.95× 105 0.65× 105 0.4× 105

# fractions f - 20 20 20
pres. fraction dose [Gy(RBE)] 3 3 3
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Figure 12: Statistical moments of a one-dimensional carbon ion SOBP. Different probability density
functions were employed for random sampling to model the relative range errors. The statistical
moments obtained from probabilistic optimization (prob.opt.) show first a lower uncertainty in
dose throughout the CTV and a decreased variability between different σ[RBExD].

Table 6: Robustness analysis of the one-dimensional carbon ion SOBP employing different PDFs.
The corresponding dose profiles can be found in the Appendix in Figure 12. The shown probabilistic
dose metrics refer to the CTV structure. Columns 2-7 show the probabilistic dose metrics for
conventional optimization and columns 8-13 are based on probabilistic optimization. The columns
µ[E], µ[σ], µ[D95] and σ[D95] are given in [Gy(RBE)] whereas µ[V 95] and σ[V 95] are given in [%].

range error conv.opt. prob.opt.
PDF µ[E] µ[σ] µ[D95] σ[D95] µ[V 95] σ[V 95] µ[E] µ[σ] µ[D95] σ[D95] µ[V 95] σ[V 95]

normal 1.99 0.138 1.84 0.24 84.2 22.9 1.99 0.017 1.96 0.063 98.6 2.8
uniform 1.98 0.144 1.82 0.19 79.9 26.9 1.99 0.014 1.96 0.034 98,1 2.1

triangular 1.99 0.09 1.92 0.12 88.5 19.4 1.99 0.008 1.98 0.015 99.6 1.0
bitriangular 1.97 0.173 1.73 0.21 74.3 32.0 1.99 0.017 1.94 0.036 96.8 2.2

skewed 1.86 0.117 1.71 0.17 43.4 34.7 1.99 0.024 1.93 0.080 95.9 3.7
broad normal 1.96 0.227 1.66 0.38 74.9 28.4 1.98 0.046 1.88 0.159 94.9 6.7
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Figure 13: illustrates the transversal CT scan of the lung patient case close to the iso-center.
Transparent dose colorwash indicates the standard deviation of the RBE weighted dose assuming
different PDFs. The proton treatment plan is based on conventional optimization on the PTV (not
shown). Two proton beams are impinging from gantry angles of 35° and 350°. The black contour
represents the CTV boundary and the pink contour depicts the left lung.
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Figure 14: Uncertainty quantification results for the intra-cranial II case. Transversal CT image is
overlaid by transparent dose colorwash representing the standard deviation of the RBE weighted
dose assuming different PDFs. Pencil beam intensities are based on probabilistic optimization on
the CTV. Two proton beam directions from 100° and 260° were defined. The black contour denotes
the CTV whereas the pink contour depicts the brain structure.
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